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bond will always be an omen of death, but the skyfall script offers a moving, bitter close. the film pursues its plot in such an entertaining way that it rarely becomes bogged down in an unwantedly heavy-handed ethical dilemma. alas, the effect is
dampened somewhat by the fact that skyfall was reportedly delayed for at least two months as the director sought extra time to shoot the film in a more authentic way. now that he has that time, he makes the most of it. arguably the best bond film

since goldfinger, skyfall is a dazzling story full of rich characters and impossible choices that will make you say, not bad for a guy who just got out of a swimming pool. a that only serves to make the bond of skyfall enigmatic, something the audience can
in turn respect and admire. mendes is a storyteller who knows precisely how to probe deeper into bonds psyche and make it bleed. he doesnt offer up anything as daring as the dark knight, but his examination of the character is just as important. daniel

craig - theres not enough superlatives to praise this man, and a further 10 would not be enough to say what he brought to james bond in skyfall. he wears his bond with a finesse youve never seen before. no other bond has so steely a look on screen
and he makes the quips about 80 percent funnier when you realize how serious he is. he also stills hes such a cat that hes able to jump into the role without being any less bond. perhaps most importantly for the first year in a half of bond films, 'skyfall'

isn't a bad bond film. it's not bad at all, and it has some of the best character moments in the series. and while it's not the work of a visionary, it's the kind of film that brings bond fans together in joyful laughter, and perhaps above all, applause.
mendes' touches are everywhere, be it a musical backdrop that feels like a late summer night's walk on the beach, or a shot of 007 waking up in a comically bedraggled way. the first hour alone is a lively romp, with some poignant moments, and a

sense of playful wonder. it's clear there's no one quite like fleming's original, but that's not a bad thing.
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